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Abstract 

Midtinser detection itz .severe mrilti-patlz  fading etzvirotz- 
metzt i,y ,still iirzder irzve.ytigatioti. Itz tlzis paper we propose a 
new receiver, for i i p - 1  ink W- CDMA combitzitzg tiarro w-band 
siib-coding and adaptive atzterztza tlzeory. Resiilts have been 
compared to classic Rake receiver witli onrrzidirectiotial an- 
tenna and they demonstrate how to ,sigtilficaritly improve re- 
ceiver's performance in ternis o f  HEK and algoritlznr coni.- 
plexio). 

1 Iiitroductioii 

better multiuser detection in urban environment without a 
perfect DOA's estimation. Referred system is an oinnidi- 
rectional antenna with Rake receiver in a slow fading fre- 
quency selective channel. AWGN effect is also considered. 

Sections are organized as follow: 

Systemoverview You can find here a full receiver's de- 
scription in all its components. 

Adaptive heamforming We briefly analyze adaptive 
beamforming theory and the adaptive algorithm we 
chose. 

Performance evaluation A section completely dedicated 
to cornpiiter sirnulation results. 

In this paper a new receiver for terrcstrial uplirik UTRAN 

thors idea is to improve system's performance in t e rm of 
bit error rate, channel capacity, and so on combining two 

oriented has been proposed and analyzed. Conclusion Overall comments and possible future investi- 
gations. 

different approaches: 2 System overview 

sub-band coding 

spatial diversity 

Traditional W-CDMA rcceivcrs, such as Rakc receiver, use 
different replicas on lrcqiiency sclcctivc channels. but they 
also arc affected by severe fading and AWGN cornip- 
tion 131. Using array antennas instead of omnidirectional 
ones and transmitting Q-PSK inodulatcd CDMA signals 
over narrow-band f~~eyucncy non selective channels we will 
demonstrate how to successhilly improve liplink receiver's 
performance. 
Adaptive beamlorining has been also adopted to achive a 
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As mentioned berore, to reduce terrestrial mobile uplink 
signal corruption, we propose here a combined method €or 
wide-band transmissions over a slow fading non selective 
channel with severe multi-path effect, such as a radio chan- 
nel into urban environment [4]. 

You can see a coinpletc receiver overview in fig. 2: the 
whole band used in W-CDMA transmission has been di- 
vided into four independent sub-bands, Wl,  W,, Ws. W4 

centered in fl, fi. f3, f 4 .  Each one uses a shorter Gold se- 
quence' to spread the modulated signal. Users simply repeat 

'We aclually compared Orthogonal Gold sequences with length L = 
128 to 0-Gold with L = 32 sequeiices. 
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Figure 1. Receiver basic scheme 

their bit streams four time, one each small band (Wi = 1024 

After channel cormption. an N-dimension array. repre- 
sented by AI . . . AN.  is applied to receive N signals come 
from M different iiscrs. Signals are then frequency sepa- 
rated and processed by N matched filter to get back desired 
user bit stream. 
While user's interferences, fading and AWGN effects are 
already part of the received signal, a combiner is then used 
to weight spatial replicas of desired user's signal. 

Achially. two different solutions have been analyzed: 

MHz, while WT = 4096 MHz). 

0 maximum beamforming 

0 null beamforming 

In the first case, array pattern is oriented to the desired 
user's position. known a priori, while the second technique 
puts N - 1 nulls toward the undesired nsers. 

An adaptive algorithm can here be used to follow desired 
user during its movement, regardless its original position, 
that means weights can be time-variant. 

We chose Constant A4odrtZii.v algorithm (CMA), a blind 
adaptive technique. as described above. After array recoin- 
bination, receiver simply adds different frequency replicas 
for the final decision. 

3 

Figure 2. Linear 5-element array: two beam- 
forming techniques. 

Adaptive beamforming in W-CDMA 

Digital beamforming and adaptive antennas are widely 
used and known since the last two decades. We focused our 
attention over an improved signal quality due to an intelli- 
gent use of spatial diversity to maximize desired user's sig- 
nal or to minimize signals from others. 

We suppose to use an uniformly spaced linear array, de- 
picted with N identical isotropic elements. 
Each element is weighted with a complex weight V k ,  with 
k = 1 . . . N .  The inter-element spacing is denoted by d and 
the plane wave parameter are X (wave length) and 8 (angle 
of arrival with respect to the array normal). 

Adding all the element outputs together finds out the ur- 
ray factor F, given by: 

N 
~ ( 0 )  = C v, e,pi2nf.(k--1) sin 0 (1) 

k=l 

Let f = 0.5. if complex weight vector is: 

V ,  = AI, expi'," (2) 

where cy is the constant phase, then the array factor be- 
comes: 

N 

3 ( B )  = v, exp+(~-l) sin(0+u) (3) 
,=l 

From 3, if CY = - I C  sin 8, a maximum response of F(6) 
will result at B = e. An example of five-element linear ar- 
ray is given in figure 3, where five users have their DOA's 
according to the table 3. Desired user is the first one. 

Another set of weights can be found solving the linear 
system: 

T " . w = v  (4) 
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Table 1. User's initial position. 

where Tt' E CC" x N  is thc stceritz,: nra/ri.t 

1 k = l  
v t = {  0 else 

It should be noticed that has to be M = A' (i.e. number of 
iisers equal to array elements) to find thc unique solution: 

w = (T")-l . v (7 1 
Figure 3 shows both techniques, reported as maximi~m 

and rzrtll: i t  should be noticed the dirferent array response. 
The receiver described abovc uses the first set o f  weights, 
trying to lock the desired nser, after interferences are 
significantly reduced by tc gain process due to the spreading 
factor (see fig. 2 for details). 

As illustrated in fig. 2, array can also use adaptive al- 
gorithms [I] to lock desired user during its movement. No 
matter what kind of initial pattern who choose, weights fol- 
low an adaptive criteria to match the pattern with the user to 
detec 1. 

We propose Constant A4ndrilii.r Algoritlznr (CMA), a 
blind adaptive beamforming technique widely known in lit- 
erahire 121. Weights are updated as follow: 

w71+1 = w n  - P ' xn . yrL(Iyn12 - 1) (8) 

where xn E CN is the sensor array vector and yn E C the 
array output, after recombination due to thc CMA weights 

The only parameter in 8 is p, the convergence factor, we 
set to 0.001, that assures both capture of desired mer and 
algorithm convcrgence. 

4 Performance evaluation 

This section shows our  results, obtained with a five- 
element linear array and five users: iiscr's inoddation is 
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Figure 3. W-CDMA Rake vs. Omnidirectional 
antenna. 

asynchronous Q-PSK with Gray coding, while channel 
model is GSM six-path wide-band channel model, urban 
environment [5] .  
Different scenarios have been analyzed: 

0 W-CDMA Rake receiver vs. omnidirectional antenna 

0 Omnidirectional antenna vs. static array 

0 Static array vs. adaptive array using CMA 

Computer simulations has been realized using INeSiS, a 
new tool for numeric system modelling developed in C++ 
at LENST' during last two years. 

Figure 4 shows how narrow-band transmission works 
compared to W-CDMA. In this case, the system has been 
tested when N = 1 and M = 5, i.e., no arrays are used and 
the antcnna becomes omnidirectional. 
It is relevant to notice that receiver's performance in terms 
of bit error rate (BER) is better than traditional Rake re- 
ceiver even though no spatial diversity is adopted: receiver, 
in fact, takes only advantage by frequency diversity due to 
foil r different transrni tted rep1 icas. 

Starting from that, i t  is possible to improve receiver's 
performance using arrays instead of omnidirectional an- 
tenna. 
Let N = M. i.e., arrays equal to users. In fig. 4 you can find 
two different results referred to different situations: the best 
case, where interferences are at least 2 0 3 d ~  degrees away 
from desired user's direction, is compared with the worst 
case. where all interferences are within 0 3 d ~ ,  where 0 3 d B  
is called the lzalfyower beam width (HPBW) and represent 
the angular width measured between the two points on the 
main lobe that are 3dB below the peak of main lobe. 
For linear array uniform weighted Osde is given by: 
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Figure 4. Omnidirectional antenna vs. static 
array 

Figure 5. User’s position during their move- 
ment. 

From 10, when N = 5 andf = 0.5 you have @3dB 2 20 
degrees: increasing N means to reduce 0 3 d B .  

Last step of our research was considering relative user’s 
movement. 
For the sake of conciseness, we suppose that only two 
users have initial non-zero velocity, included desired user, 
as shown in fig. 4. 

Adaptive algorithm is now compared with static 
weighted array to evaluate mobile BER as time passing by. 
Figure 4 shows different results in terms of number of er- 
rors every 1000 symbols, while in fig. 4 you can directly 
evaluate initial and final antenna beam patterns. 
It is easy to prove that adaptive CMA works better than 
static beamforming, despite CDMA technique can signif- 
icantly reduce CO-users interferences. Signal-to-noise ratio 
is set to 12 dB. 
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Figure 6. Mobile BER for static and dynamic 
beamforming with SNR = 12 dB. 
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Figure 7. Final and initial array pattern. 

Last we evaluate algorithm complexity compared with 
traditional RAKE receiver. Table 4 shows representative pa- 
rameters. 

Parameter Description 
L number of path 
N number of array 
S chip oversampling factor 
F number of frequency sub-channel 
G spreading factor 

Table 2. Parameter definition. 

We now can analyze algorithm complexity in terms of 
the number of complex multiplications and sums both re- 
ceiver actually use to while working. 

VTC‘O I 



Table 3. Number of complex multiplications. 

RAKE. L - l + S . ( G r  -1) 
CMA F .  N. S .  iGc - 1) + F .  (N - 1) + F - 1 

Table 4. Number of complex sums. 

Using lables 4 and 4 with L = 6. N = 5 ,  S = 1, F = 4, 
GI = 128 and G4 = 32, you obtain 132 sums and 896 
iniiltiplications for RAKE compared with 639 siiins and 660 
multiplications for proposed CMA-bascd rcceiver. 
We neglet weights update finin global complexity calcula- 
tion. 

5 Conclusion 

In this paper we proposed a new technique for W-CDMA 
receiver for up-link applications in UTRAN architecture. 
As already showed. oiir receiver has significantly improved 
classical Rake receiver's performance, in terms of bit error 
rate and overall algorithm complexity. 

Futnrc developments can further investigate over differ- 
ent array pattern adaptation, such as nullifying N - 1 in- 
terferencc users to irnprovc inultiuscr detection. Adaptive 
beamforming and sub-band has been deinonswated an ef- 
ficient method against noise corruption. channel distortion 
due to multi-path phenomena and multi-user environment. 

This work is conveyed out with the financial support of 
MURST. 
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